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Abstract -The distance protection relay measures the line voltage and line current at the relay location and evaluates
the ratio between these quantities. Distance relays are widely used on transmission, and even distribution systems.
Current transformers (CT) are the very important part of the power system protection. The main purpose of a CT is to
transform the primary current in a high voltage power system to single level that can be handled by delicate electronic
device. This paper deals with the influence of CT saturation on distance digital relay. Saturation of the CT is evaluated
for fault close to the relay location.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The electrical power system has many elements which are important to ensure security and protection of the
system.current transformers are applied in high voltage transmission systems The current transformer is a device which is
connected to the power system and is used to produce low current that is possible to use in protection devices. The current
transformer has two parts (primary and secondary). The primary side has few coil turns and the secondary side has a large
coil turns. This structure is used to obtain low current on the secondary side; the current which is produced in secondary
side is used for several functions in power system such as metering and protection, therefore, the output current of the
current transformer becomes the input for the protection device, however, the ratio between the primary winding and the
secondary winding have caused the current saturation during faults which occurs in the transmission line. In this case, the
relay which is connected to the current transformer cannot respond or trip in right way [5]. The current transformer is
used for different functions as was mentioned above (metering and protection), however, the level of accuracy depends on
the operation type. There is a relationship between the accuracy of the CT and rated current and the good accuracy is
important for metering. In this paper the current transformer is connected to the distance protection, consequently, the
current transformer which is required for this test doesn't require the accuracy level as good as for metering [11].
2.

Transient Monitor:

The concept of transient motor is generallyintroduced to improve the phasar estimation process.The transcient
monitor is nothing but the difference between the original input signal and reconstructed signal ad=fter phasor
estimation.During CT saturation the presence of decaying DC component is the main cause for this difference so for the
transcient monitor using least squares techniques approach the mathematical formulation is provide below
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4. THE EXCITATION CURVE OF CTS
A.. Characteristics of current transofrmer The current transformer primary winding is connected in
series with the device in which the current is to be measured. Since current transformer is fundamentally a transformer, it
transmits the current from the primary to the secondary side, inversely proportional to the turns so as (1)

where n is the ratio of turns between the secondary and primary winding. The equation (1) explains the normal
transformer with a different number of windings between the primary and secondary side. Figure (1) explains the
equivalent circuit for a current transformer. Reactance Xm explains the magnetizing current; the secondary current which
is generated in secondary side is divided into internal current and magnetizing current.CurrentIs represents the internal
winding current.

Fig. 1. Equivalent Circuit for a Current Transformer[10] B. Saturation Test The current transformer can be tested as
connected the secondary side to the voltage source then measured the current which produced on the secondary side,
taking into consideration that the primary side remains open without load during the test. The voltage is increased
gradually with measuring the current until reach to the saturation point which is started when the voltage is increased 10
% and the secondary current is increased 50%. After this point, any small increase in voltage has resulted in large
increases in current that supposed to mean the saturation is started [3]. Thane test starts with decreased the voltage value
gradually and writing the current value for all voltage values until the voltage value becomes at the end is equal zero to
make sure that core. Demagnetization after that we can draw the magnetic curve.
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BY SIMULINK:
The Simulink explains the connection between the current transformer with source and output current and voltage.
voltage source 120 Kv is connected to breaker then to the current transformer on the primary side and the
current transformer has rated current 5.CURRENT TRANSFORMER SATURATION 2000/5 .

Fig : power system simulation
The model consists of one source operating at 120 kV line-toline rating voltage, 100 km transmission line, load, current
transformer block which includes the influence of current saturation on power system and distance protection [1].
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Figure (4) explains the secondary current which is generated in secondary side of the current transformer .This current
inside the range of magnetic curve which is without saturation.

Figure (5) explains the current transformer flux which is generated by AC secondary current .the flux can be measured by
using the multimeter that is allowed to measure all contents inside the current transformer (primary current, secondary
current and flux) [3].

We can see the effects of saturation in the waveforms of primary current and secondary current with current saturation
influence (Fig.6). A large ration of the A-phase ratio current has gone to magnetizing current. This wave is an input for
protection system. Digital relays are affected by current saturation of current transformer, especially, when this relay
measures the magnitude of the input current, voltage and ratio between current and voltage pfsuch as distance protection
[6].

This paper explains the impact of CT saturation on the distance protection. As we mentioned above the power system
simulation contains first of all the source then the CT block inside this block there is current transformer also the
saturation parameters for this specific system. After the CT block the current signal is moved to the distance protection
block which is used this signal with many functions starting from the filter, sampled values and discrete Fourier
transformer [1]. The current waveform as shown in (Fig.8) illustrates fault current and healthy phase currents. The fault
was started from 0.2s and at 0.5s the phase A current comes back to steady state. Figure 8 shows the fault current without
the influence of CT saturation.
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The simulation results are presented for fault in phase A. Time development of impedance measured and calculated by
relay is in Fig. 10. The results for the remaining faults can also be determined using the formula (4). It presents how the
distance protection has detected the fault with current saturation.

Fig.10 and Fig 11 show the three zones of the designed distance protection which cover different parts of transmission
line under study. The figure 10 explains where the fault occurs without impact of current saturation (from the Simulink
without CT block). The result fault impedance is 9 ohms. It means the fault occurred in the first zone. The figure 11
shows the fault impedance under the impact of current saturation (as mentioned above that the first block is simulated the
current transformer). Current saturation had resulted in an error in the calculated fault impedance, Moreover, there is an
error of the algorithm which is used to calculate the fault impedance. Due to this error, the distance protection is not
working as it should. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is used to obtain magnitude and phase components in the time
domain of input signal.

The Fourier block is used to extract the fundamental frequency components from the distorted fault signals by eliminating
decaying DC components. Fig. 13 shows the magnitude waveform obtained for current signal with/out saturation. The
brown line is the current without saturation and the black one with saturation.
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CONCLUSIONS
The distance protection could be impacted by the saturation of current transformer; especially tripping time could delay,
because the algorithm which is used for calculation of the fault impedance in the protection relay. This algorithm is using
both current and voltage signals.A method for detecting CT saturation from the computed magnitude of transient monitor
index (TMI) using least square techniques is presented in this work.The saturation effect in current has result in a failure
of the calculation. This error lead to the problems in functions of the protection. So the distance element is under reach
and has slower operation time and CT saturation increases the measured impedance in the distance element.
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